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A. General Information
A. General Information
B.  Submittal Information
B.  Submittal Information
1.  Are copies of the appropriate chemical analyses included? (s. NR 811.09(4)(j)3)
1.  Are copies of the appropriate chemical analyses included? (s. NR 811.09(4)(j)(3))
1.  Are copies of the appropriate chemical analyses included? (s. NR 811.09(4)(j)(3))
2.  Is the proposed chemical certified under NSF/ANSI Standard 60? (s. NR 810.09(1)(c))    
2.  Is the proposed chemical certified under NSF/ANSI Standard 60? (s. NR 810.09(1)(c))    
2.  Is the proposed chemical certified under NSF/ANSI Standard 60? (s. NR 810.09(1)(c))    
3.  Are three sets of P.E. sealed plans and specifications included? (ss. NR 108.04(2)(b)&(c))
3.  Are three sets of P.E. sealed plans and specifications included? (ss. NR 108.04(2)(b)&(c))
3.  Are three sets of P.E. sealed plans and specifications included? (ss. NR 108.04(2)(b)&(c))
C.  Evaluation Information
C.  Evaluation Information
1. Will the chemical feed equipment be located above grade? (s. NR 811.39(3)(e))
1. Will the chemical feed equipment be located above grade? (s. NR 811.39(3)(e))
1. Chemical feed equipment will be located above grade? (s. NR 811.39(3)(e))
2.  Will the injection point be located downstream of both the check valve and the shut-off valve?       (s. NR 811.39(2)(f))
2.  Will the injection point be located downstream of both the check valve and the shut-off valve?      (s. NR 811.39(2)(f))
2.  Will the injection point be located downstream of both the check valve and the shut-off valve?      (s. NR 811.39(2)(f))
3.  Will each chemical feed injection tap include a corporation stop and a removable injection nozzle?  (s. NR 811.39(7)(f))
3.  Will each chemical feed injection tap include a corporation stop and a removable injection nozzle?  (s. NR 811.39(7)(f))? 
3.  Will each chemical feed injection tap include a corporation stop and a removable injection nozzle?  (s. NR 811.39(7)(f))? 
4.  Will the chemical feed point be a point of continuous positive pressure? (s. NR 811.39 (2)(f)3.)  
3.  Will each chemical feed injection tap include a corporation stop and a removable injection nozzle?  (s. NR 811.39(7)(f))? 
3.  Will each chemical feed injection tap include a corporation stop and a removable injection nozzle?  (s. NR 811.39(7)(f))? 
5.  Will the chemical storage tank be vented to the outside with a downward facing 24-mesh corrosion resistant screen terminating 24 inches above the surrounding grade? (s. NR 811.40 (1)(n))
3.  Are three sets of P.E. sealed plans and specifications included? (ss. NR 108.04(2)(b)&(c))
3.  Are three sets of P.E. sealed plans and specifications included? (ss. NR 108.04(2)(b)&(c))
6. Will all chemical tanks be provided with a label identifying the tank contents? (s. NR 811.40(1)(o))
3.  Are three sets of P.E. sealed plans and specifications included? (ss. NR 108.04(2)(b)&(c))
3.  Are three sets of P.E. sealed plans and specifications included? (ss. NR 108.04(2)(b)&(c))
7. If the proposed chemical is chlorine, can a dose of 2.0 mg/L be applied? (s. NR 811.48 (1)(b))
3.  Are three sets of P.E. sealed plans and specifications included? (ss. NR 108.04(2)(b)&(c))
3.  Are three sets of P.E. sealed plans and specifications included? (ss. NR 108.04(2)(b)&(c))
4.  Will each chemical feed injection tap installed in a horizontal section of pipe be installed up into the bottom half of the pipe? (s. NR 811.39(7)(f))
8.  Will each chemical feed injection tap installed in a horizontal section of pipe be installed up into the bottom half of the pipe? (s. NR 811.39(7)(f))
4.  Will each chemical feed injection tap installed in a horizontal section of pipe be installed up into the bottom half of the pipe? (s. NR 811.39(7)(f))
4.  Will each chemical feed injection tap installed in a horizontal section of pipe be installed up into the bottom half of the pipe? (s. NR 811.39(7)(f))
9.  If the proposed chemical is a phosphate and a mag meter is installed, will the chemical be injected downstream of the mag meter?
5.  If the proposed chemical is a phosphate and a mag meter is installed, will the chemical be injected downstream of the mag meter?
5.  If the proposed chemical is a phosphate and a mag meter is installed, will the chemical be injected downstream of the mag meter?
10.  If the proposed chemical is a phosphate, will the water be continuously chlorinated? (s. NR 811.56(1)(a))
6.  If the proposed chemical is a phosphate, will the water be continuously chlorinated? (s. NR 811.56(1)(a))
6.  If the proposed chemical is a phosphate, will the water be continuously chlorinated? (s. NR 811.51(1))
11.  If the proposed chemical is a phosphate intended to sequester iron and/or manganese, will adequate separation be provided between the phosphate and chlorine injections taps in order to maximize the potential sequestering?(s. NR 811.56(1)(b))
7.  If the proposed chemical is a phosphate intended to sequester iron and/or manganese, will adequate separation be provided between the phosphate and chlorine injections taps in order to maximize the potential sequestering?(s. NR 811.56(1)(b))
7.  If the proposed chemical is a phosphate intended to sequester iron and/or manganese, will adequate separation be provided between the phosphate and chlorine injections taps in order to maximize the potential sequestering?
12.  Will appropriate protective clothing, eyewear, gloves, showers, and eyewash facilities be provided in accordance with the DSPS requirements for chemical handling facilities? (s. NR 811.40(2)(c))
8.  Will appropriate protective clothing, eyewear, gloves, showers, and eyewash facilities be provided in accordance with the DSPS requirements for chemical handling facilities? (s. NR 811.41(2)(c))
8.  Will appropriate protective clothing, eyewear, gloves, showers, and eyewash facilities be provided in accordance with the DSPS requirements for chemical handling facilities? (s. NR 811.41(2)(c))
13.   Will a separate room be provided for fluoride acid chemical feed equipment? (s. NR 811.51(2)(a))
3.  Are three sets of P.E. sealed plans and specifications included? (ss. NR 108.04(2)(b)&(c))
3.  Are three sets of P.E. sealed plans and specifications included? (ss. NR 108.04(2)(b)&(c))
10. GAS CHLORINATION/AMMONIA INSTALLATIONS ONLY
10. GAS CHLORINATION INSTALLATIONS ONLY
a. Will a separate gas tight chlorine room be provided? (s. NR 811.48(5)(a))
a. Will a separate gas tight chlorine room be provided? (s. NR 811.48(5)(a))
a. Will a separate gas tight chlorine room be provided? (s. NR 811.48(5)(a))
b. Will an airtight viewing window be provided? (s. NR 811.48(5)(b))
b. Will an airtight viewing window be provided? (s. NR 811.48(5)(b))
b. Will an airtight viewing window be provided? (s. NR 811.48(5)(b))
c. Will the room door open outward to the outside of the building? (s. NR 811.48(5)(c))
c. Will the chlorine room door open outward to the outside of the building? (s. NR 811.48(5)(c))
c. Will the chlorine room door open outward to the outside of the building? (s. NR 811.48(5)(c))
d. Will the room door be provided with panic hardware? (s. NR 811.48(5)(c))
d. Will the chlorine room door be provided with panic hardware? (s. NR 811.48(5)(c))
d. Will the chlorine room door be provided with panic hardware? (s. NR 811.48(5)(c))
e. Will the exhaust fan switch be located outside the pumproom or be door activated? 
    (s. NR 811.48(6)(e))
e. Will the exhaust fan switch be located outside the pumproom or be door activated? (s. NR 811.48(6)(e))
f. Will the fresh air intake be located near the ceiling for chlorine and the floor for ammonia?
         (s. NR 811.48(6)(c))
f. Will the fresh air intake be located near the ceiling? (s. NR 811.48(6)(c))
f. Will the fresh air intake be located near the ceiling? (s. NR 811.48(6)(c))
g. Will the exhaust fan intake be located near the floor for chlorine and the ceiling for ammonia?
          (s. NR 811.48(6)(b))
g. Will the exhaust fan intake be located near the floor? (s. NR 811.48(6)(b))
g. Will the exhaust fan intake be located near the floor? (s. NR 811.48(6)(b))
h. Will the exhaust fan discharge be located away from inhabitable areas and air inlets to other rooms or structures? (s. NR 811.48(6)(b))
h. Will the exhaust fan discharge be located away from inhabitable areas and air inlets to other rooms or structures? (s. NR 811.48(6)(b))
h. Will the exhaust fan discharge be located away from inhabitable areas and air inlets to other rooms or structures? (s. NR 811.48(6)(b))
i. Will the exhaust fan be capable of providing one complete room air change per minute?     (s. NR811.48(6)(a))
i. Will the exhaust fan be capable of providing one complete room air change per minute? (s. NR811.48(6)(a))
i. Will the exhaust fan be capable of providing one complete room air change per minute? (s. NR811.48(6)(a))
j. Are rotameters feeding within a range of 30% to 70% of maximum capacity?  (s. NR 811.48 (1)(b))
i. Will the exhaust fan be capable of providing one complete room air change per minute? (s. NR811.48(6)(a))
i. Will the exhaust fan be capable of providing one complete room air change per minute? (s. NR811.48(6)(a))
k. Will the gas cylinders be restrained? (s. NR 811.48(5)(f)2)
j. Will the chlorine cylinders be restrained? (s. NR 811.48(5)(f)2)
j. Will the chlorine cylinders be restrained? (s. NR 811.48(5)(f)(2))
l. Will vent lines from feeder and storage units be discharged outside with a downturned screened opening?   (s. NR 811.48(6)(f))
k. Will vent lines from feeder and storage units be discharged outside with a downturned screened opening?    (s. NR 811.48(6)(f))
k. Will vent lines from feeder and storage units be discharged outside with a downturned screened opening?    (s. NR 811.48(6)(f))
m. Will a gas mask with a minimum 30 minute self-contained air supply be provided?      (s. NR 811.48(7)(a))
l. Will a gas mask with a minimum 30 minute self-contained air supply be provided? (s. NR 811.48(7)(a))
l. Will a gas mask with a minimum 30 minute self-contained air supply be provided? (s. NR 811.48(7)(a))
n. Will gas chlorine lines extend beyond the chlorine room? (s. NR 811.48(5)(g))
m. Will gas chlorine lines extend beyond the chlorine room? (s. NR 811.48(5)(g))
m. Will gas chlorine lines extend beyond the chlorine room? (s. NR 811.48(5)(g))
If yes, will the chlorine lines be under vacuum?
If yes, will the chlorine lines be under vacuum?
If yes, will the chlorine lines be under vacuum?
If yes, the vacuum chlorine feed lines will be (select one)
If yes, will the vacuum chlorine feed lines be (select one)
If yes, will the vacuum chlorine feed lines be (select one)
If polyethylene, will the vacuum piping be enclosed in a protective pipe conduit?
If polyethylene, will the vacuum piping be enclosed in a protective pipe conduit?
If polyethylene, will the vacuum piping be enclosed in a protective pipe conduit?
If polyethylene, will the end of the pipe conduit in the chlorine room be sealed? 
If polyethylene, will the end of the pipe conduit in the chlorine room be sealed? 
If polyethylene, will the end of the pipe conduit in the chlorine room be sealed? 
o. Will a bottle of concentrated ammonium hydroxide for chlorine gas feed systems or hydrochloric acid for ammonia gas feed systems be provided for leak detection?  (s. NR 811.48(7)(b))
n. Will a bottle of concentrated ammonium hydroxide be provided for leak detection?  (s. NR 811.48(7)(b))
n. Will a bottle of concentrated ammonium hydroxide be provided for leak detection?  (s. NR 811.48(7)(b))
p. Will any room that contains chlorine gas under pressure be provided with chlorine leak detection equipment that will signal an audible alarm and a warning light? (s. NR 811.48(7)(c)) 
o. Will any room that contains chlorine gas under pressure be provided with chlorine leak detection equipment that will signal an audible alarm and a warning light? (s. NR 811.48(7)(c)) 
o. Will any room that contains chlorine gas under pressure be provided with chlorine leak detection equipment that will signal an audible alarm and a warning light? (s. NR 811.48(7)(c)) 
q. Will all chlorine gas cylinders be provided with automatic emergency cylinder shutdown valves activated by leak detection equipment? (s. NR 811.48(7)(c))  
p. Will all chlorine gas cylinders be provided with automatic emergency cylinder shutdown valves activated by leak detection equipment? (s. NR 811.48(7)(c))  
p. Will all chlorine gas cylinders be provided with automatic emergency cylinder shutdown valves activated by leak detection equipment? (s. NR 811.48(7)(c))  
D.  Specifications
D.  Specifications
lb./gal.
lb./gal.
lb./gal.
lb./gal.
Chemical Feeder Type: (s. NR 811.39(2)(b))
Chemical Feeder Type: (s. NR 811.39(2)(b))
Has the DNR approved the RAP?
gal./day
Is the pump controlled by a variable speed drive modifying the discharge rate?
Will the chemical feed pump be flow paced by a water meter? (s. NR 811.39(4)(d)) 
Will the chemical feed pump be flow paced by a water meter? (ss. NR 811.39(4)(d)&(e)) 
Will the chemical feed pump be flow paced by a water meter? (s. NR 811.39(4)(d)) 
Will the chemical feed pump be flow paced by a water meter? (s. NR 811.39(4)(d)) 
Will the chemical feed pump be flow paced by a water meter? (ss. NR 811.39(4)(d)&(e)) 
Will a continuous residual analyzer be provided? (s. NR 811.39(4)(e)) 
Will a continuous residual analyzer be provided? (s. NR 811.39(4)(e)) 
3.  Will each chemical feed injection tap include a corporation stop and a removable injection nozzle?  (s. NR 811.39(7)(f))? 
If yes, will the analyzer also control the chemical feed pump?
7.  If the proposed chemical is a phosphate intended to sequester iron and/or manganese, will adequate separation be provided between the phosphate and chlorine injections taps in order to maximize the potential sequestering?
How will the chemical feed pump be called to run? (select all the apply)
Anti-siphon Device(s) - check and complete all that apply: (s. NR 811.39(2)(e))
Anti-siphon Device(s) - check and complete all that apply: (s. NR 811.39(2)(e))
Has the DNR approved the RAP?
Solution or Bulk Tank: (s. NR 811.40(1))
Solution or Bulk Tank: (s. NR 811.40(1))
The solution tank cover will be: (s. NR 811.40(1)(b))
Has the DNR approved the RAP?
Will all openings be sealed sanitarily? (s. NR 811.40(1)(b))
Has the DNR approved the RAP?
Method of Determining Solution or Bulk Tank Chemical Use: 
    (ss. NR 811.39(6) & 811.40(1)(d) & (g))
Method of Determining Solution or Bulk Tank Chemical Use:  (ss. NR 811.39(6) & 811.40(1)(d) & (g))
Day Tank (if Applicable)
Day Tank (if Applicable)
The solution tank cover will be: (s. NR 811.40(1)(b))
Has the DNR approved the RAP?
Will all openings be sealed sanitarily? (s. NR 811.40(1)(b))
Has the DNR approved the RAP?
Method of Determining Day Tank Chemical Use: 
Method of Determining Solution or Bulk Tank Chemical Use:  (ss. NR 811.39(6) & 811.40(1)(d) & (g))
E.  Calculations
E.  Calculations
Gallons Per Minute
Gallons Per Minute
mg/l 
mg/l 
Proposed Feeder Setting(s) - check and complete all that apply. (s. NR 811.39(2)(c)) (Include minimum and maximum flows for variable speed operations)
 Proposed Feeder Setting(s) - check and complete all that apply: (s. NR 811.39(2)(c))
F.  Comments
F.  Comments
G.  Certification
I certify that I have examined the above information and found it to be correct, true and complete.
NOTE: If submitting this request electronically, please type your name on the signature line, Your typed name, along with the email message generated from electronic submittal of this form, will be used as an electronic signature which is the legal equivalent to an actual signature.
Note: Plan submittal by a P.E. is not required for water treatment improvements to be constructed at other-than-municipal community water systems unless seven (7) or more homes are being served (a subdivision water system).
Note: Plan submittal by a P.E. is not required for water treatment improvements to be constructed at other-than-municipal community water systems unless seven (7) or more homes are being served (a subdivision water system).
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1.  Are copies of the appropriate chemical analyses included? (s. NR 811.09(4)(j)3)
Yes
1.  Are copies of the appropriate chemical analyses included? (s. NR 811.09(4)(j)3)
No
1.  Are copies of the appropriate chemical analyses included? (s. NR 811.09(4)(j)3)
N/A
2.  Is the proposed chemical certified under NSF/ANSI Standard 60? (s. NR 810.09(1)(c))    
No
2.  Is the proposed chemical certified under NSF/ANSI Standard 60? (s. NR 810.09(1)(c))    
Yes
3.  Are three sets of P.E. sealed plans and specifications included? (ss. NR 108.04(2)(b)&(c))
Yes
3.  Are three sets of P.E. sealed plans and specifications included? (ss. NR 108.04(2)(b)&(c))
No
3.  Are three sets of P.E. sealed plans and specifications included? (ss. NR 108.04(2)(b)&(c))
N/A
1. Will the chemical feed equipment be located above grade? (s. NR 811.39(3)(e))
Yes
1. Will the chemical feed equipment be located above grade? (s. NR 811.39(3)(e))
No
2.  Will the injection point be located downstream of both the check valve and the shut-off valve?       (s. NR 811.39(2)(f))
Yes
2.  Will the injection point be located downstream of both the check valve and the shut-off valve?       (s. NR 811.39(2)(f))
No
3.  Will each chemical feed injection tap include a corporation stop and a removable injection nozzle?  (s. NR 811.39(7)(f))
Yes
3.  Will each chemical feed injection tap include a corporation stop and a removable injection nozzle?  (s. NR 811.39(7)(f))
No
4.  Will the chemical feed point be a point of continuous positive pressure? (s. NR 811.39 (2)(f)3.)  
Yes
4.  Will the chemical feed point be a point of continuous positive pressure? (s. NR 811.39 (2)(f)3.)  
No
5.  Will the chemical storage tank be vented to the outside with a downward facing 24-mesh corrosion resistant screen terminating 24 inches above the surrounding grade? (s. NR 811.40 (1)(n))
Yes
5.  Will the chemical storage tank be vented to the outside with a downward facing 24-mesh corrosion resistant screen terminating 24 inches above the surrounding grade? (s. NR 811.40 (1)(n))
No
6. Will all chemical tanks be provided with a label identifying the tank contents? (s. NR 811.40(1)(o))
Yes
6. Will all chemical tanks be provided with a label identifying the tank contents? (s. NR 811.40(1)(o))
No
7. If the proposed chemical is chlorine, can a dose of 2.0 mg/L be applied? (s. NR 811.48 (1)(b))
Yes
7. If the proposed chemical is chlorine, can a dose of 2.0 mg/L be applied? (s. NR 811.48 (1)(b))
No
7. If the proposed chemical is chlorine, can a dose of 2.0 mg/L be applied? (s. NR 811.48 (1)(b))
N/A
8.  Will each chemical feed injection tap installed in a horizontal section of pipe be installed up into the bottom half of the pipe? (s. NR 811.39(7)(f))
Yes
8.  Will each chemical feed injection tap installed in a horizontal section of pipe be installed up into the bottom half of the pipe? (s. NR 811.39(7)(f))
No
8.  Will each chemical feed injection tap installed in a horizontal section of pipe be installed up into the bottom half of the pipe? (s. NR 811.39(7)(f))
N/A
9.  If the proposed chemical is a phosphate and a mag meter is installed, will the chemical be injected downstream of the mag meter?
Yes
9.  If the proposed chemical is a phosphate and a mag meter is installed, will the chemical be injected downstream of the mag meter?
No
9.  If the proposed chemical is a phosphate and a mag meter is installed, will the chemical be injected downstream of the mag meter?
N/A
10.  If the proposed chemical is a phosphate, will the water be continuously chlorinated? (s. NR 811.56(1)(a))
Yes
10.  If the proposed chemical is a phosphate, will the water be continuously chlorinated? (s. NR 811.56(1)(a))
No
10.  If the proposed chemical is a phosphate, will the water be continuously chlorinated? (s. NR 811.56(1)(a))
N/A
11.  If the proposed chemical is a phosphate intended to sequester iron and/or manganese, will adequate separation be provided between the phosphate and chlorine injections taps in order to maximize the potential sequestering?(s. NR 811.56(1)(b))
Yes
11.  If the proposed chemical is a phosphate intended to sequester iron and/or manganese, will adequate separation be provided between the phosphate and chlorine injections taps in order to maximize the potential sequestering?(s. NR 811.56(1)(b))
No
11.  If the proposed chemical is a phosphate intended to sequester iron and/or manganese, will adequate separation be provided between the phosphate and chlorine injections taps in order to maximize the potential sequestering?(s. NR 811.56(1)(b))
N/A
12.  Will appropriate protective clothing, eyewear, gloves, showers, and eyewash facilities be provided in accordance with the DSPS requirements for chemical handling facilities? (s. NR 811.40(2)(c))
Yes
12.  Will appropriate protective clothing, eyewear, gloves, showers, and eyewash facilities be provided in accordance with the DSPS requirements for chemical handling facilities? (s. NR 811.40(2)(c))
No
13.   Will a separate room be provided for fluoride acid chemical feed equipment? (s. NR 811.51(2)(a))
Yes
13.   Will a separate room be provided for fluoride acid chemical feed equipment? (s. NR 811.51(2)(a))
No
13.   Will a separate room be provided for fluoride acid chemical feed equipment? (s. NR 811.51(2)(a))
N/A
a. Will a separate gas tight chlorine room be provided? (s. NR 811.48(5)(a))
Yes
a. Will a separate gas tight chlorine room be provided? (s. NR 811.48(5)(a))
No
b. Will an airtight viewing window be provided? (s. NR 811.48(5)(b))
Yes
b. Will an airtight viewing window be provided? (s. NR 811.48(5)(b))
No
c. Will the room door open outward to the outside of the building? (s. NR 811.48(5)(c))
Yes
c. Will the room door open outward to the outside of the building? (s. NR 811.48(5)(c))
No
d. Will the room door be provided with panic hardware? (s. NR 811.48(5)(c))
Yes
d. Will the room door be provided with panic hardware? (s. NR 811.48(5)(c))
No
e. Will the exhaust fan switch be located outside the pumproom or be door activated? 
 (s. NR 811.48(6)(e))
door activated
e. Will the exhaust fan switch be located outside the pumproom or be door activated? 
 (s. NR 811.48(6)(e))
outside the pumproom
f. Will the fresh air intake be located near the ceiling for chlorine and the floor for ammonia?
	(s. NR 811.48(6)(c))
Yes
f. Will the fresh air intake be located near the ceiling for chlorine and the floor for ammonia?
	(s. NR 811.48(6)(c))
No
g. Will the exhaust fan intake be located near the floor for chlorine and the ceiling for ammonia?
	 (s. NR 811.48(6)(b))
Yes
g. Will the exhaust fan intake be located near the floor for chlorine and the ceiling for ammonia?
	 (s. NR 811.48(6)(b))
No
h. Will the exhaust fan discharge be located away from inhabitable areas and air inlets to other rooms or structures? (s. NR 811.48(6)(b))
Yes
h. Will the exhaust fan discharge be located away from inhabitable areas and air inlets to other rooms or structures? (s. NR 811.48(6)(b))
No
i. Will the exhaust fan be capable of providing one complete room air change per minute?     (s. NR811.48(6)(a))
Yes
i. Will the exhaust fan be capable of providing one complete room air change per minute?     (s. NR811.48(6)(a))
No
j. Are rotameters feeding within a range of 30% to 70% of maximum capacity?  (s. NR 811.48 (1)(b))
Yes
j. Are rotameters feeding within a range of 30% to 70% of maximum capacity?  (s. NR 811.48 (1)(b))
No
k. Will the gas cylinders be restrained? (s. NR 811.48(5)(f)2)
Yes
k. Will the gas cylinders be restrained? (s. NR 811.48(5)(f)2)
No
l. Will vent lines from feeder and storage units be discharged outside with a downturned screened opening?   (s. NR 811.48(6)(f))
Yes
l. Will vent lines from feeder and storage units be discharged outside with a downturned screened opening?   (s. NR 811.48(6)(f))
No
m. Will a gas mask with a minimum 30 minute self-contained air supply be provided?      (s. NR 811.48(7)(a))
Yes
m. Will a gas mask with a minimum 30 minute self-contained air supply be provided?      (s. NR 811.48(7)(a))
No
n. Will gas chlorine lines extend beyond the chlorine room? (s. NR 811.48(5)(g))
Yes
n. Will gas chlorine lines extend beyond the chlorine room? (s. NR 811.48(5)(g))
No
If yes, will the chlorine lines be under vacuum?
Yes
If yes, will the chlorine lines be under vacuum?
No
If yes, the vacuum chlorine feed lines will be (select one)
Schedule 80 PVC
If yes, the vacuum chlorine feed lines will be (select one)
Schedule 40 polyethylene
If polyethylene, will the vacuum piping be enclosed in a protective pipe conduit?
Yes
If polyethylene, will the vacuum piping be enclosed in a protective pipe conduit?
No
If polyethylene, will the end of the pipe conduit in the chlorine room be sealed? 
Yes
If polyethylene, will the end of the pipe conduit in the chlorine room be sealed? 
No
o. Will a bottle of concentrated ammonium hydroxide for chlorine gas feed systems or hydrochloric acid for ammonia gas feed systems be provided for leak detection?  (s. NR 811.48(7)(b))
Yes
o. Will a bottle of concentrated ammonium hydroxide for chlorine gas feed systems or hydrochloric acid for ammonia gas feed systems be provided for leak detection?  (s. NR 811.48(7)(b))
No
p. Will any room that contains chlorine gas under pressure be provided with chlorine leak detection equipment that will signal an audible alarm and a warning light? (s. NR 811.48(7)(c)) 
Yes
p. Will any room that contains chlorine gas under pressure be provided with chlorine leak detection equipment that will signal an audible alarm and a warning light? (s. NR 811.48(7)(c)) 
No
q. Will all chlorine gas cylinders be provided with automatic emergency cylinder shutdown valves activated by leak detection equipment? (s. NR 811.48(7)(c))  
Yes
q. Will all chlorine gas cylinders be provided with automatic emergency cylinder shutdown valves activated by leak detection equipment? (s. NR 811.48(7)(c))  
No
Chemical Feeder Type: (s. NR 811.39(2)(b))
Positive Displacement Diaphragm
Chemical Feeder Type: (s. NR 811.39(2)(b))
Peristaltic
Chemical Feeder Type: (s. NR 811.39(2)(b))
Digital Diaphragm
Chemical Feeder Type: (s. NR 811.39(2)(b))
Mechanical
Chemical Feeder Type: (s. NR 811.39(2)(b))
Other: Describe
Is the pump controlled by a variable speed drive modifying the discharge rate?
Yes
Is the pump controlled by a variable speed drive modifying the discharge rate?
No
Will the chemical feed pump be flow paced by a water meter? (s. NR 811.39(4)(d)) 
Yes
Will the chemical feed pump be flow paced by a water meter? (s. NR 811.39(4)(d)) 
No
Will a continuous residual analyzer be provided? (s. NR 811.39(4)(e)) 
Yes
Will a continuous residual analyzer be provided? (s. NR 811.39(4)(e)) 
No
If yes, will the analyzer also control the chemical feed pump?
Yes
If yes, will the analyzer also control the chemical feed pump?
No
If yes, will the analyzer also control the chemical feed pump?
N/A
Pressure relief valve, pressure gauge & adjustable back pressure valve. The back pressure valve will be set to open at a pressure greater than the maximum pressure in the piping or facilities into which the chemical feed pump will discharge. 
Yes
Pressure relief valve, pressure gauge & adjustable back pressure valve. The back pressure valve will be set to open at a pressure greater than the maximum pressure in the piping or facilities into which the chemical feed pump will discharge. 
No
The solution tank cover will be: (s. NR 811.40(1)(b))
Overlapping
The solution tank cover will be: (s. NR 811.40(1)(b))
Integrated
Will all openings be sealed sanitarily? (s. NR 811.40(1)(b))
Yes
Will all openings be sealed sanitarily? (s. NR 811.40(1)(b))
No
The solution tank cover will be: (s. NR 811.40(1)(b))
Overlapping
The solution tank cover will be: (s. NR 811.40(1)(b))
Integrated
Will all openings be sealed sanitarily? (s. NR 811.40(1)(b))
Yes
Will all openings be sealed sanitarily? (s. NR 811.40(1)(b))
No
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